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あらまし　本研究では、タグ情報を利用したコンテキスト依存型協調フィルタリングに基づくWeb情報推薦システムを提案する。本手法は、タグ情報と協調フィルタリングの機能を組み合わせることにより、ユーザの状況を考慮した満足度の高い情報推薦を目指すものである。本稿では、被験者による評価実験を行い、従来のキーワード検索や単純な協調フィルタリング手法、およびタグに基づく情報のみを利用した推薦システムに比べて、提案手法の推薦精度や、推薦結果に対するユーザ満足度が高いことを確認した。
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Abstract　In this paper, we introduce a website bookmarking and recommendation system which uses Tag-Based Contextual Collaborative Filtering to effectively provide personalized, contextual recommendations. Current online search and recommendation systems have been limited to personalized recommendations via Collaborative Filtering (CF) or have been restricted to keyword-based search as provided by search engines or recently popular online social tagging systems. Yet, our new system combines the features of both CF and tagging to provide personalized, contextual website recommendations to the user. Based upon user testing, our system provides more relevant recommendations than traditional keyword search or CF recommendation methods. Additionally, users also reported to be more satisfied overall with the recommendations provided by our method. Overall, Tag-Based Contextual Collaborative Filtering was shown be effective in providing personalized, contextual recommendations to the end user.
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1. Introduction

As the Internet continues to mature and becomes more accessible to the common user, the amount of information available increases exponentially. Accordingly, finding useful and relevant information is becoming progressively difficult. Moreover, a lot of the information available—blogs, various types of reviews, and so forth—is highly subjective and thus, hard to evaluate purely through machine algorithms. Being subjective in nature, one person may absolutely love something while the next may loathe the same—no single authority exists. It is in these cases where people—more so than the current ability of machine algorithms—are greatly effective in evaluating and filtering this information.

For this reason, the idea of Collaborative Filtering (CF) was started, extensively researched, and eventually deployed
to relatively good amounts of success. Using the people and the community, recommendations of subjective information can be made through the matching of similar users. Sites such as amazon.com [1] or movielens [6], etc. utilize such recommendation methods, matching users based upon their ratings and then producing recommendations. Through this, CF provides personalized recommendations to the users, while at the same time offering the ability to deal with subjective material. However, the failing of CF is that it does not consider why a user likes something and what the user is interested in now. In other words, CF can recommend relevant sites, but does not know why or when it should appropriately.

Similarly, online social tagging systems also employ the masses to evaluate and describe information. Instead of relying purely upon machine algorithms, people themselves describe some resource—whether they be photos, videos, websites—by using tags, or in other words, natural language keywords. People are motivated by differing reasons to tag, but the end result is that these resources become easily discoverable through searching through the metadata provided by tags. These tags provide the who, what, when, where and why—they essentially describe that resource, and at the same time, the reason why it was liked and subsequently tagged. However, tagging fails to provide what CF does—it has yet to provide a system for producing personalized recommendations.

By combining the advantages of the two systems, we have Tag-Based Contextual Collaborative Filtering or TCCF, as previously described in [8]. By utilizing personalized recommendations provided by CF and the context provided by tags, TCCF aims to provide effective contextual, personalized recommendations.

In this paper, we describe the website recommendation system we built using TCCF as a recommendation method and tested it against three other recommendation/search methods: plain CF, pure tag searching, and CF with tag filtering. From our user testing, TCCF showed itself to be the most effective method of the group, leading the other recommendation methods in both recommendation precision and in users' general impression of the methods. We show these results and discuss the implications in this paper.

2. Related Work

2.1 Collaborative Filtering Systems

Collaborative Filtering (CF) is the process whereby the community of users is used to sort out relevant or important information from the non-relevant or non-important information. The process is based upon the idea that if users prefer the same item or items, then their preference will be similar for other items liked by the similar users. In other words, a user should like the same items that their similar users like. From a wider perspective, once users have recorded their preferences within the system, subsequent users can benefit from the knowledge from them, hence the collaborative aspect of the method.

CF has been proven to work well under certain domains—mainly entertainment domains—such as usenet recommendations [9], movie recommendations [6], product recommendations [1], and so forth.

Many CF systems rely upon matrix of numerical ratings from users against some resource. Once enough ratings are in place, a similar rating is calculated between the user and other users. Using this, recommendation can be made by calculating the average of similarity ratings times the ratings other users recorded, and then recommending those resources which have scores above a certain threshold.

However, using only numerical values tells only if a user likes something or not—not why a user like something. Thus, in cases where domains are large, this often leads to issues—for example, while two users may have a similar interest in one topic, they may not share the same for another. In particular, domains like the internet websites fall subject to this—users usually have many topics of interests and matching all interests is very difficult using numerical values alone. In addition to this, users are not always in the mood to see all of their interests; rather, they may be only interested in one or two on that day.

2.2 Social Tagging Systems

Tagging has been around for sometime, albeit known by other terms such as metadata, categorization, labels, and so forth. Tagging is the process of attaching natural language words as metadata to describe some resource like a movie, photo, book, etc. Vocabulary for tagging is usually uncontrolled, whereby the user themselves can decide what word or combination of words are appropriate.

The current main use of tagging is for the purpose of retrieval, whereby users can search for a tag and the resources tagged with that tag will be returned to the user. In the case of the user who added the tag, they can use tags for later retrieval. For other users, tags serve as a way to discover new resources by searching for whatever tag they are interested in.

In recent years, the advent of Social Tagging Systems have brought tagging back into the limelight. Currently, there are several online social tagging systems that are popular and are the subject of continuing research: They range from website bookmarking such as del.icio.us [4], photo sharing [5], research papers [2], even people [3]! All of these sites use tagging for many purposes, but in addition to that, they focus
on the social networking aspects of tagging to enhance the experience for end users. However, in their present form, tags are generally used for tag searching—user profile matching and subsequent recommendations through this are yet to be implemented.

As mentioned before, tags provide the clues as to the context of which a user liked something. These tags are used for several different purposes, including denoting the subject itself, the category, or the refining characteristics of the resource [7]—for example, a picture of a dog would most likely be tagged something like ‘dog’, ‘animal’, or maybe ‘cute’. Thus, tags seem to provide the missing link in CF: it provides the who, what, when, where, why, etc. of a resource—in other words, the context in which the user liked and subsequently tagged a resource for later retrieval. Because of this and the similar use of social networking, social tagging systems provide an ideal choice for combination with CF systems.

3. TCCF Website Recommendation System

TCCF is the combination of traditional CF systems and social tagging systems to allow for personalized, contextual recommendation. The essential idea is that CF provides personalization, and tags provide the ‘context’ of the users’ preferences. We use ‘context’ in the following two ways—first, context as in why a user liked something—why they took the time to tag something. Secondly, context as in the user’s current state—what interest the user wants to see now. In the first case, it is important to ascertain why the user liked something—doing so allows for more accurate and more personalized recommendations. In the second case, users often have many interests—but they do not always wish to view all of them all the time. Is it a necessity that we consider what the user’s current state is in order to provide better recommendations. TCCF addresses both of these issues by combining the CF and tagging.

Unlike traditional CF models which use numeric ratings, our TCCF model also uses tags as the indicator of why a user likes something. For example, say we have a website bookmarking system where users can come in and bookmark websites that they enjoy using tags. Normally, the act of bookmarking a website is a strong indicator of whether something is liked. However, the used tags provide the key distinguishing factor from traditional CF systems—the tags attached to the resource can be seen as the context in which the user likes the resource. Usually, the user will use tags to describe the resource as the user themselves see it, and in most cases it would be the context of why they liked something. Thus, from this assumption, we build upon incorporating using tags along with CF to provide effective personalized, contextual information recommendation.

We now describe our TCCF method. We explain our method as it is used in our website bookmarking system. In this system, users bookmark websites they like using tags, and subsequently, they can easily retrieve their bookmarks by just searching by the tags. A example scenario is shown in figure 1. Here, users A, B, C, D are bookmarking the websites they like using tags.

![Contextual CF Model](image)

Figure 1 Contextual CF Model

3.1 TCCF User Similarity Model

Like CF, user similarity is first calculated to determine which users are similar and subsequently, use those similar users’ preferences to find recommendation candidates. Our TCCF User Similarity Model is based upon both commonly bookmarked websites as well as the tags that they used to bookmark. The TCCF user similarity model between two users A and B is shown in equation 1.

$$\sim_{C}(A, B) = \frac{1}{2n} \sum_{k=1}^{n} \{ \cos(T_{A_k}, T_{B_k}) + 1 \}$$

where $\sim(T_{A_k}, T_{B_k})$ is the cosine of the tag vectors that user $A$ and $B$ used to bookmark the same website. Essentially, the common bookmark’s tag vectors from users $A$ and $B$ are compared. The same is done with all the common bookmarks $A$ has with $B$. Those values are then averaged to generate the user similarity score. The addition of one in this equation is the incorporation of standard CF—value is given for having common bookmarks, regardless of if the tag vectors match or not.

For example, in figure 1, user B, C, and D all bookmarked website 3. However, the similarity score between users B and C would be higher than C and D’s because B and C used similar tags to bookmark the same website. Incidentally, C
\[
\text{score}_{\text{pred}}(A, z) = \frac{\frac{1}{2} \sum_{k=1}^{n} (\text{sim}_{\text{cf}}(A, S_k) \cdot (\max(\text{sim}(T_{S_k, z}), \ldots, \text{sim}(T_{S_k, z})) + 1))}{\sum_{k=1}^{m} \text{sim}_{\text{cf}}(A, S_k)}
\]

and \(D\)'s is still higher than \(A\) and \(C\) due to the existence of a common bookmark.

3.2 TCCF Score Prediction Model

Also similar to CF, results are based upon a score prediction that the system generates. Score prediction is basically the numeric representation of how well the system thinks the user will like some resource. The TCCF score prediction model for a website \(z\) for a user \(A\) is as shown in equation 2.

Essentially, all of similar user \(S_k\)'s bookmarks are considered as recommendation candidates. Each of these candidates sites' tag vectors are then compared with each of the tag vectors of the common bookmarks that similar user \(S_k\) has with user \(A\). The maximum value of these comparisons is taken and then multiplied by \(\text{sim}_{\text{cf}}(A, S_k)\), the user similarity score between users \(S_k\) and \(A\). The process is repeated for all similar users and averaged to form the score predictions. Again, the addition of one in this equation is the incorporation of standard CF to give value to the existence of a similar user's bookmark, regardless of the similarity of the tag vectors.

For example, in figure 1, user \(B\) and \(C\) are similar. Thus, since user \(B\) has website 1 and website 2 bookmarked, they are candidates for recommendation for user \(C\). However, since website 2's tag vector is similar to the commonly bookmarked website 3's tag vector, its score prediction will be higher than website 1. Website 1 could still be recommended, but due to its dissimilar tag vector, it would be ranked lower than website 2.

For further explanation of TCCF, see [8].

3.3 System Design

Our system is designed around a website bookmarking system not unlike del.icio.us [4]. It has the same basic feature of bookmarking websites using tags as opposed to the traditional directory structure that most browsers use. Users can bookmark websites using whatever tags they describe the website to themselves, and similarly they can search through their bookmarks using the same tags. Additionally, users can discover other peoples bookmarks by searching through all the bookmarks within the system. By providing features as shown in del.icio.us, users were provided an easy motivation to use the system. Many of the users reported having found many interesting links through these base features alone.

The interface to the system was done through a Firefox browser plugin as shown in figure 2. While browsing, the user can easily access the features of the system; they can quickly search for bookmarks as well as easily add new bookmarks.

Figure 2 System Interface

All data is stored server-side. Additionally, recommendations are also calculated server-side.

4. User Testing

The main goal of the testing was to determine the effectiveness of our TCCF algorithm versus already established algorithms. Furthermore, we wanted to emphasize the importance of context when recommending. Thus, recommendations were done on a 'pull' basis, where recommendation results are generated at the user's request--this simulates users requesting only the topic they are interested in now. When they searched through their bookmarks using tags, up to five recommendation results would appear below the user's bookmarks. Depending on the algorithm, these recommendations were generated based upon the searched tags and/or the user's profile.

We tested our TCCF algorithm versus three other search and recommendation methods: plain collaborative filtering (CF), tag searching (Tag), and lastly collaborative filtering with tag filtering (TagCF).

- CF is basic collaborative filtering. First, user similarity is calculated based upon the user profile, using the number of common bookmarks that a user has with another. The higher the number, the higher the user similarity was. Following this, ranking scores for the websites were generated by averaging the ratings of similar users times their respective user similarities.

- Tag searching is akin to popularity based searching. Basically, the system retrieves all the bookmarks that have been tagged by a certain tag or set of tags. The results are
then ordered by the number of users that have that website bookmarked.

- TagCF is CF with tag filtering. CF recommendations are calculated as done with basic CF. Then instead of displaying the results as is, the system displays only the results in which have the tag that the user searched for.

- Lastly, TCCF is as described in section 3. Score predictions were generated through the TCCF model and then results only which were linked to the searched tag would be displayed.

A total of nine users were selected to participate in testing.

4.1 Test Procedure

Users were first asked to bookmark twenty or more webpages in order to build their user profile. After this, the testing of each recommendation method took place. For each test session, one of the four recommendation methods was chosen at random. They followed the following procedure:

1. Users were to select 10 or more tags of their liking.
2. For each of the selected tags, the system generated up to five recommendations. For each of these recommendations, they were to review the website.
3. If the website was useful to themselves in the context of the tag's meaning, they would push the 'yes' button which would appear in the interface after selecting a recommendation. If not, they would push the 'no' button instead.
4. After finishing rating the recommendations, users completed a general survey regarding the session's recommendation method.

4.2 Testing Results

4.2.1 Does TCCF give effective recommendations?

We examine whether our TCCF method gives effective recommendations to the user. We asked the user to determine whether the recommended website satisfied the two conditions:

1. The website is useful to them.
2. The website's content matches the meaning of the tag.

Thus, if the user was requesting 'soccer', but the system generated a useful, but unrelated tennis site, they were to vote no. Again, users have many different interests, and a contextual recommendation system should account for this. The precision of top five recommendation results for each method is shown in figure 3.

In this case, precision is the number of relevant results divided by the number of all results retrieved, i.e. the number of 'yes' ratings divided by the total number of ratings.

As can be seen, our TCCF algorithm received the highest precision of all the four selected algorithms. It is followed by TagCF, then Tag, and finally CF.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{figure3.png}
\caption{Precision of the top five recommendations}
\end{figure}

4.2.2 Does TCCF increase user satisfaction?

From user testing, it would appear that TCCF completes its goal of recommending relevant recommendations when context is considered. Users were also asked to complete a survey after the recommendation rating step was complete. They were asked for their general impression of the algorithm on a scale from 1-5, five being the best. The results are as shown in figure 4.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{figure4.png}
\caption{Overall User Satisfaction}
\end{figure}

This figure similarly shows that TCCF comes out on top, although not as far ahead as the precision results. Overall, users were subjectively satisfied with TCCF along with TagCF. Tag searching takes the middle ground again, while CF took the last place again.

4.2.3 Results Discussion

From these results, TCCF provides better recommendations when context is considered. On the other hand, CF does not consider context at either stage--thus, even though it provides personalized recommendations, CF does not accommodate for the changing tag requests. The Tag method considers context in that it produces results related to what the users are interested in now. However, since it does not
contain personalization, nor does it consider the context in which the user liked a website, this probably leads to why its score is lower. Lastly, TagCF performs reasonably well—it has personalization and considers what the user is interested in at the current moment. However, it does not consider why the user originally liked a website and this is likely a contributing factor as to why it did not perform better.

Overall, context as well as personalization are important factors. TCCF accounts for both, and thus, produces more useful results as well as gives users higher satisfaction levels.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

We have described a website bookmarking system based on our TCCF algorithm. Our user testing has shown that TCCF is effective in providing effective personalized recommendations when the context is considered. Additionally, user satisfaction was shown to be the highest for TCCF when compared to CF, Tag, and TagCF. From this, it would seem that personalization as well as considering the context is very important when making recommendations to users.

In the future, we plan to further refine the recommendation method. Currently, no score threshold is set for recommendations for the user. Thus, exploration into how high the threshold should be would further improve TCCF’s accuracy. Additionally, we plan to experiment with altering the weights of tags and CF in the algorithm to find the optimal balance between the two. Now, it is assumed to be equal. Lastly, we also intend to experiment with natural language processing techniques to aid in comparing tag vectors with each other.

In terms of system refinement, usability tests must be completed in order to fully gauge the usefulness versus other information search/recommendation methods. In our test, users were selected and required to follow a set procedure. However, further tests must be completed in order to find out how the users would react in open-ended tests. We must also determine whether the users would continue to like the system over other currently available search/recommendation methods.
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